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Islamic Mystical Poetry Nov
05 2022 Poetry has been the
most powerful vehicle for
conveying Sufism--the mystical
dimension of Islam--from the
early flowering of mystical
Islam in Baghdad to the later
heights it reached through
Jalaluddin Rumi (d. 1273) and
Jami (d. 1492). Starting with
the writings of eighth-century
mystics, this anthology moves
through the twelfth century
with Ibn Arabi in Spain and Ibn
Farid of Cairo, then onto the
Maghrib prayer of Abul Ala Al
Maari, Aynul quddat
Hamddhani of Persia, Yunus
Emre of Turkey in the
fourteenth century, and many
others, culminating in the early
twentieth century. The result is
a soaring collection of verse
from across the Islamic world
and over centuries of
inspiration.
Painting from the Palette of

Love May 19 2021 Wrap
yourself in the boundless love
of the Divine with the mystical
poetry of renowned Sufi saint
Kabir, here brought to life for
modern readers by acclaimed
poet Thomas Rain Crowe.
“When you’ve come all this way
to the ocean of happiness, Do
not return home thirsty with an
empty cup. Wake up! Here is
some pure water, Drink as
much as you can!” The
enigmatic Indian mystical poet
Kabir stands among the
greatest spiritual thinkers of
human history. At once a Sufi,
Hindu, and unbounded disciple
of the universal Divine, Kabir
and his songs of union and
ecstasy lead us beyond our
preconceived biases about
truth and reality—and invite us
to see our life, through his
eyes, as an ego-shattering and
incomparably joyful dance with
the Beloved. This 65-poem
collection of Kabir’s most
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rapturous spiritual songs,
rendered into modern language
by acclaimed poet and Sufi
performing artist Thomas Rain
Crowe, is brought to life in
fresh, evocative language
bursting with mystical power.
As striking and profound now
as when they were originally
composed in fifteenth-century
India, these poems offer a
sumptuous taste of true
reality—beyond boundaries of
religion and culture, beyond
divisions of self and other, and
in joyful embrace of life and
our world.
Radical Love Nov 24 2021
This stunning collection
showcases the love poetry and
mystical teachings at the heart
of the Islamic tradition in
accurate and poetic original
translations At a time when the
association of Islam with
violence dominates headlines,
this beautiful collection offers
us a chance to see a radically
different face of the Islamic
tradition. It traces a soaring,
poetic, popular tradition that
celebrates love for both
humanity and the Divine as the
ultimate path leading humanity

back to God. Safi brings
together for the first time the
passages of the Qur'an sought
by the Muslim sages, the
mystical sayings of the
Prophet, and the teachings of
the path of "Divine love."
Accurately and sensitively
translated by leading scholar of
Islam Omid Safi, the writings of
Jalal al‑Din Rumi can now be
read alongside passages by
Kharaqani, 'Attar, Hafez of
Shiraz, Abu Sa'id‑e Abi
'l‑Khayr, and other key Muslim
mystics. For the millions of
readers whose lives have been
touched by Rumi's poetry, here
is a chance to see the Arabic
and Persian traditions that
produced him.
Hafiz Oct 24 2021 "This
sampling of Hafiz's works
captures his deep spiritual
understanding, offering a
glimpse into the vision that has
inspired people around the
world for centuries. Considered
by his contemporaries as an
oracle and often referred to as
"Tongue of the Hidden" and
"Interpreter of Secrets," Hafiz
followed Sufism's inner path on
a quest to discover the hidden
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meaning of the universe, and
shares his experiences and
desire for union with the Divine
in symbolic language that
borders on magical." "This
collection offers insight into
Hafiz's spiritual philosophy and
carefree mysticism that
addresses the earthly beauty,
pain, ecstasy, and longing that
define human nature, and the
divine adoration that promises
to set the spirit free."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field
provided by Blackwell North
America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
A Garden Beyond Paradise
Jul 01 2022 Gathers mystical
poetry by the thirteenth
century Sufi saint, and offers
brief background notes on the
poet and his work
Death Before Dying Jan 15
2021 Death Before Dying offers
a window on the Sufi mystical
tradition, providing a rare
glimpse into the religious lives
of rural Muslims during the
days of the Mughal Empire.
The poetry of Sultan Bahu has
inspired Sufis of the Punjab for
countless generations,
embodying essential

characteristics of the mystical
tradition, especially in its
emphasis on complete and
unrestricted devotion to God
coupled with skepticism toward
the formal, legalistic, and
institutionalized elements of
organized religion.
Angelus Silesius the ChristianMystic Sufi Poet Mar 29 2022
ANGELUS SILESIUS THE
CHRISTIAN-MYSTIC SUFI
POET A Selection of Rhyming
Couplets from the Cherubinic
Wanderer Translation and
Preface by Paul Smith Angelus
Silesius was a mystic of the
Counter-Reformation. He was
born Johannes Scheffler in
1624 in the province of Silesia,
Poland. In 1653, he converted
to Catholicism from
Lutheranism and spent the rest
of his life avidly trying to
reconvert the people of Silesia.
Today, however, he is known
primarily for his mystical
poetry, which was written in
the form of 1676
'Alexandrines', which are
simple rhymed couplets
published as The Cherubinic
Wanderer. Of course they lose
some in translation and many
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seem quite naive, but the depth
of feeling cannot be denied and
many more can be seen to
approach Haiku and other
short, mystical poetry from
around the world including the
Dohas and Slokas of the Sufi
poets of India Baba Farid and
Shah Latif. In fact his way of
thinking and his belief is
almost identical to the Sufis.
Here is a cross-section
selection of 177 of his mystical
poems in the correct form.
Preface, appendixes on his life
and book. 259 pages.
COMMENTS ON PAUL
SMITH'S TRANSLATION OF
HAFIZ'S 'DIVAN'. "It is not a
joke... the English version of
ALL the ghazals of Hafiz is a
great feat and of paramount
importance. " Dr. Mir
Mohammad Taghavi (Dr. of
Literature) Tehran. "Superb
translations. 99% Hafiz 1%
Paul Smith." Ali Akbar
Shapurzman, translator of
many mystical works in English
into Persian and knower of
Hafiz's Divan off by heart. Paul
Smith is a poet, author and
translator of many books of
Sufi poets of the Persian,

Arabic, Urdu, Turkish, Pashtu
and other languages including
Hafiz, Sadi, Nizami, Rumi,
'Attar, Sana'i, Jahan Khatun,
Obeyd Zakani, Nesimi, Kabir,
Anvari, Ansari, Jami, Khayyam,
Rudaki, Yunus Emre, and many
others, as well as his own
poetry, fiction, plays, children's
books, biographies and a dozen
screenplays.
www.newhumanitybooks.com"
Early Islamic Mysticism May
07 2020 This volume makes
available and accessible the
writings of the crucial early
period of Islamic mysticism
during which Sufism developed
as one of the world's major
mystical traditions. The texts
are accompanied by
commentary on their historical,
literary and philosophical
context.
ʻUmar Ibn Al-Fāriḍ Feb 25
2022 "Umar Ibn al-Farid is the
most venerated mystical poet
in Arabic. An accomplished
Sufi as well as a respected
poet, his poetry blends the two
traditions - classical Arabic
poetry and Islamic mysticism in a body of work with a
distinctly devotional and
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mystical character. Th. Emil
Homerin makes available here
two of Ibn al-Farid's poems
that have long been considered
classics of Islamic mystical
literature. The Wine Ode, a
poem in praise of wine as well
as a love poem, can also be
seen as an extended meditation
on the presence of divine love
in the universe. The Poem of
the Sufi Way, one of the
longest poems ever composed
in Arabic, and the most famous
one rhyming in "T," begins as a
love poem and then explores a
number of crucial concerns
confronting the seeker on the
Sufi path. Both works have
been treated for centuries in
numerous mystical
commentaries. Noteworthy as
well in this volume is the
addition of the Adorned Proem,
a reverential account of Ibn alFarid's life by his grandson.
Individuals interested in the
fields of mysticism and
spirituality, as well as lovers of
poetry, particularly love poetry,
will find this to be fascinating
reading. It will have great
relevance for scholars and
students of Arabic literature,

Islam and mysticism."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field
provided by Blackwell North
America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
Rumi and Islam Nov 12 2020
Offers a new way of thinking
about Rumi's poetry, focusing
on Rumi's place within the Sufi
tradition of Islam and providing
readers with an image of the
mystical side of the religionone that has love of God at its
core and sublime wisdom
teachings as its pathways.
Persian Sufi Poetry Sep 03
2022 Focuses on the poems
rather than on their authors.
Surveys the development of
Persian mystical poetry,
dealing first with the relation
between Sufism and literature
and then with the four main
genres of the tradition: the
epigram, the homiletic poem,
love poetry and symbolic
narrative.
Sufi Poetry Jun 27 2019
HAZRAT INAYAT KHAN was
himself a poet and musician,
uniquely qualified to talk about
Sufi poetry from both an
artistic and spiritual
perspective. This slim book,
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simply entitled, Sufi Poetry, is
a collection of talks by the
master on the Persian Sufi
poets and the mystical
connection between poetry and
prophecy. Although he also
discusses poetry and some of
the same themes in another
collection, Art: Yesterday,
Today, and Tomorrow, the talks
in Sufi Poetry deal far more
specifically with symbolism in
Persian Sufi poetry and also
give us a more detailed
presentation of the works of
the most famous Persian Sufi
poets: Farid ad-Din Attar, Jalal
ad-Din Rumi, Muslih ad-Din
Sa'di, and Shams ad-Din
Muhammad Hafiz.
A Little Book of Mystical
Secrets Oct 12 2020 At long
last, an accessible little book
that focuses on the teachings
of Rumi's teacher and
inspiration, Shams of Tabriz.
Included in this slim, charming
volume is a biographical sketch
of the great Sufi teacher and
mystic and a new translation of
500 of his core teachings that
bring into fresh focus the
meaning and mysteries of life
and love. There are many

books on Rumi and many
translations of his works and
yet most readers are unaware
of how Rumi became a mystic.
Shams, an Arabic word that
means the sun, was the
catalyst that converted the
rather resolute and ascetic
Rumi, the cleric and teacher,
into Rumi, the passionate
disciple of the religion of love.
He was the agent of the
propulsive mystical energy that
transformed Rumi the reticent
into Rumi the ecstatic poet.
Rumi lovers, spiritual seekers,
and devotees of the mystical
path will meet this little book
of wisdom and mystical secrets
with enthusiasm. I shall not
place you in my heart For you
may get hurt by its wounds. I
won't keep you in my eyes For I
may belittle you and expose
you to the ridicule of common
men. I will hide you inside my
soul, not in my heart or in my
eyes, so that you may become
one with my breath.
Feeling the Shoulder of the
Lion Dec 02 2019 These
selections from Rumi's
Mathnawi—a classic of Sufi
spiritual literature—express
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the "lion's roar" of courage,
discipline, clarity, and
integrity. The lion represents
the fierce intensity that
recognizes no authority except
the highest truth. At the same
time, Rumi's lion is full of heart
and devotion. Through these
poems the reader will explore
the qualities that are vital to
the spiritual aspirant who
seeks to overcome the
imprisonment of ego.
Martyrdom, Mysticism and
Dissent Jul 09 2020 This book
is the first extensive research
on the role of poetry during the
Iranian Revolution (1979) and
the Iran-Iraq War (1980-1988).
How can poetry, especially
peaceful medieval Sufi poems,
be applied to exalt violence, to
present death as martyrdom,
and to process war traumas?
Examining poetry by both
Islamic revolutionary and
established dissident poets, it
demonstrates how poetry spurs
people to action, even leading
them to sacrifice their lives.
The book's originality lies in
fresh analyses of how themes
such as martyrdom and
violence, and mystical themes

such as love and wine, are
integrated in a vehemently
political context, while showing
how Shiite ritual such as the
pilgrimage to Mecca clash with
Saudi Wahhabi appreciations.
A distinguishing quality of the
book is its examination of how
martyrdom was instilled in the
minds of Iranians through
poetry, employing Sufi themes,
motifs and doctrines to justify
death. Such inculcation proved
effective in mobilising people
to the front, ready to sacrifice
their lives. As such, the book is
a must for readers interested in
Iranian culture and history, in
Sufi poetry, in martyrdom and
war poetry. Those involved
with Middle Eastern Studies,
Iranian Studies, Literary
Studies, Political Philosophy
and Religious Studies will
benefit from this book. "From
his own memories and expert
research, the author gives us a
ravishing account of 'a poetry
stained with blood, violence
and death'. His brilliantly
layered analysis of modern
Persian poetry shows how it
integrates political and
religious ideology and
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motivational propaganda with
age-old mystical themes for the
most traumatic of times for
Iran." (Alan Williams, Research
Professor of Iranian Studies,
University of Manchester)
"When Asghar Seyed Gohrab, a
highly prolific academician,
publishes a new book, you can
be certain he has paid
attention to an exciting and
largely unexplored subject.
Martyrdom, Mysticism and
Dissent: The Poetry of the 1979
Iranian Revolution and the
Iran-Iraq War (1980-1988) is
no exception in the sense that
he combines a few different
cultural, religious, mystic, and
political aspects of Iranian life
to present a vivid picture and
thorough analysis of the
development and effect of what
became known as the
revolutionary poetry of the late
1970s and early 1980s. This
time, he has even enriched his
narrative by inserting his voice
into his analysis. It is a
thoughtful book and a fantastic
read." (Professor Kamran
Talattof, University of Arizona)
Anthology of Great Sufi and
Mystical Poets of Pakistan

Dec 26 2021 Anthology of
Great Sufi & Mystical Poets of
Pakistan Translation &
Introduction by Paul Smith
CONTENTS: The Main Forms
in the Sufi & Mystical Poetry of
Pakistan... 7. Punjabi Sufi &
Mystical Poets... 19. Baba
Farid... 21, Guru Nanak... 49,
Sultan Bahu... 69, Bulleh
Shah... 85, Ali Haider... 115,
Khwaja Farid... 125. Sindhi
Sufi & Mystical Poets... 133.
Shah Latif... 135, Sachal
Sarmast... 157. Urdu Sufi &
Mystical Poets...169. Iqbal...
171, Josh... 231, Faiz... 253.
The correct rhyme-structure
and meaning is in all these
inspiring, beautiful, powerful
poems. Pages 261.
COMMENTS ON PAUL
SMITH'S TRANSLATION OF
HAFIZ'S 'DIVAN'. "It is not a
joke... the English version of
ALL the ghazals of Hafiz is a
great feat and of paramount
importance. I am astonished."
Dr. Mir Mohammad Taghavi
(Dr. of Literature) Tehran. "I
have never seen such a good
translation and I would like to
write a book in Farsi and
introduce his Introduction to
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Iranians." B. Khorramshai,
Academy of Philosophy,
Tehran. "Superb translations.
99% Hafiz 1% Paul Smith." Ali
Akbar Shapurzman, translator
of many works in English into
Persian and knower of Hafiz's
Divan off by heart. "I was very
impressed with the beauty of
these books." Dr. R.K. Barz.
Faculty of Asian Studies,
Australian National University.
Paul Smith is a poet, author
and translator of over 120
books of Sufi poets of the
Persian, Arabic, Urdu, Turkish,
Pashto and other languages...
including Hafiz, Sadi, Nizami,
Rumi, 'Attar, Sana'i, Jahan
Khatun, Obeyd Zakani, Nesimi,
Kabir, Anvari, Ansari, Jami,
Khayyam, Rudaki, Yunus Emre,
Iqbal, Shah Latif, Baba Farid,
Bulleh Shah, Ghalib and many
others, as well as poetry,
fiction, plays, biographies,
children's books and many
screenplays.
www.newhumanitybooksbookh
eaven.com
The Gift of Rumi Sep 10 2020
An authentic exploration of the
real Rumi As one of the world's
most loved poets, Rumi's

poems are celebrated for their
message of love and their
beauty, but too often they are
stripped of their mystical and
spiritual meanings. The Gift of
Rumi offers a new reading of
Rumi, contextualizing his work
against the broader backdrop
of Islamic mysticism and
adding a richness and
authenticity that is lacking in
many Westernized conceptions
of his work. Author Emily Jane
O'Dell has studied Sufism both
academically, in her work and
research at Harvard, Columbia,
and the American University of
Beirut, and in practice,
learning from a Mevlevi master
and his whirling dervishes in
Istanbul. She weaves this
expertise throughout The Gift
of Rumi, sharing a new vision
of Rumi’s classic work. At the
heart of Rumi’s mystical poetry
is the “religion of love” which
transcends all religions.
Through his majestic verses of
ecstasy and longing, Rumi
invites us into the religion of
the heart and guides us to our
own loving inner essence. The
Gift of Rumi gives us a key to
experiencing this profound and
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powerful invitation, allowing
readers to meet the master in a
new way.
Rumi's Secret Aug 10 2020 The
acclaimed New York Times
bestselling author of Smash
Cut, Flannery, and City Poet
delivers the first popular
biography of Rumi, the
thirteenth-century Persian poet
revered by contemporary
Western readers. Ecstatic love
poems of Rumi, a Persian poet
and Sufi mystic born over eight
centuries ago, are beloved by
millions of readers in America
as well as around the world. He
has been compared to
Shakespeare for his outpouring
of creativity and to Saint
Francis of Assisi for his
spiritual wisdom. Yet his life
has long remained the stuff of
legend rather than intimate
knowledge. In this
breakthrough biography, Brad
Gooch brilliantly brings to life
the man and puts a face to the
name Rumi, vividly coloring in
his time and place—a world as
rife with conflict as our own.
The map of Rumi’s life
stretched over 2,500 miles.
Gooch traces this epic journey

from Central Asia, where Rumi
was born in 1207, traveling
with his family, displaced by
Mongol terror, to settle in
Konya, Turkey. Pivotal was the
disruptive appearance of
Shams of Tabriz, who taught
him to whirl and transformed
him from a respectable Muslim
preacher into a poet and
mystic. Their vital connection
as teacher and pupil, friend
and beloved, is one of the
world’s greatest spiritual love
stories. When Shams
disappeared, Rumi coped with
the pain of separation by
composing joyous poems of
reunion, both human and
divine. Ambitious, bold, and
beautifully written, Rumi’s
Secret reveals the unfolding of
Rumi’s devotion to a "religion
of love," remarkable in his own
time and made even more
relevant for the twenty-first
century by this compelling
account.
Cultural Fusion of Sufi Islam
Dec 14 2020 It has been
argued that the mystical Sufi
form of Islam is the most
sensitive to other cultures,
being accommodative to other
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traditions and generally
tolerant to peoples of other
faiths. It readily becomes
integrated into local cultures
and they are similarly often
infused into Sufism. Examples
of this reciprocity are
commonly reflected in Sufi
poetry, music, hagiographic
genres, memoires, and in the
ritualistic practices of Sufi
traditions. This volume shows
how this often-side-lined
tradition functions in the
societies in which it is found,
and demonstrates how it
relates to mainstream Islam.
The focus of this book ranges
from reflecting Sufi themes in
the Qur’anic calligraphy to
movies, from ideals to everyday
practices, from legends to
actual history, from gender
segregation to gender
transgression, and from
legalism to spiritualism.
Consequently, the international
panel of contributors to this
volume are trained in a range
of disciplines that include
religious studies, history,
comparative literature,
anthropology, and
ethnography. Covering

Southeast Asia to West Africa
as well as South Asia and the
West, they address both
historical and contemporary
issues, shedding light on
Sufism’s adaptability. This
book sets aside conventional
methods of understanding
Islam, such as theological,
juridical, and philosophical, in
favour of analysing its cultural
impact. As such, it will be of
great interest to all scholars of
Islamic Studies, the Sociology
of Religion, Religion and
Media, as well as Religious
Studies and Area Studies more
generally.
The Secret Rose Garden of
Saʼd Ud Din Mahmūd
Shabistarī Jun 19 2021
Gaobi May 31 2022
The Quatrains of Rumi Oct 31
2019 This is the first complete
translation of the nearly 2,000
quatrains attributed to
Jalaluddin Rumi, the famous
13th century mystical poet. It
is the result of over 22 years of
collaboration by an American
Rumi scholar and an Afghan
scholar of Persian literature. It
should appeal to a wide variety
of lovers of Mawlana Rumi's
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poetry, not just specialists:
general readers who seek a
deeper understanding of his
spiritual teachings than
popularized books (often
interpretive versions claimed
as translations) can provide, as
well as those interested in
religious mysticism in general
and Islamic mysticism (sufism)
in particular. The quatrains are
ordered according to stages
and themes of the 'lover and
beloved' (spiritual disciple and
sufi master). Most of the
translations are followed by
explanatory notes: those
intended for the general reader
have asterisks and often refer
to the Notes, an appended
glossary. Readers who have
access to previously published
translations and versions of the
quatrains can use the
appended Concordance to
make comparisons. Quatrains
in the earliest manuscripts that
have been found to be
composed by earlier poets have
been identified and placed in
another appendix. Few of the
quatrains have been previously
translated by scholars; the
quatrains in popularized books

are often distorted versions,
mostly rendered by authors
who do not know Persian;
those who do often tend to
omit, change, or add. Here, the
poems are presented in the
context of the Islamic sufi
poetry in the Persian language
800 years ago: 'wine' and
'drunkenness' do not involve
alcoholic intoxication, but are
metaphors for the 'mystical
taste' of spiritual grace and
ecstasy. The lover's longing
and self-effacing love is not
'romantic', but spiritual love of
the seeker for his sufi guide.
This love is a means to the goal
of pure worship of God Most
High, the 'only Beloved', that
necessitates self-effacement
and mystical 'drowning' in the
reality described in the Qur'an:
'Everything perishes except His
Face.'
Sweet Lunacy Feb 13 2021
“Divine Intoxication” is a
common theme in Middle
Eastern poetry. The “wine” on
which the seeker becomes
“drunk” is nothing less than
the nectar of love. Such
“inebriation,” however, often
produces unconventional
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behavior, even hints of
madness, marking the lover as
one apparently lost to the
ordinary world. In this mood,
Kahlil Gibran wrote: “Only an
idiot and a genius break manmade laws and they are the
nearest to the heart of God.”
And so, the poetry written by
or about these “drunkards” is
often saturated with perennial
wisdom, with stark reflections
of the truth (in vino veritas),
and with a variety of prayerful
longing that is found
throughout all mystical
traditions. Sweet Lunacy
contains works by some of the
most well-known mystical Sufi
poets from the 11th through
the 14th century, including
Rumi, Attar, and Jami. But the
reader will also meet lesserknown authors here whose
messages, both unique and
fresh, are equally inspiring.
The poets in this collection are
those who, for reasons which
might not seem altogether
reasonable to our everyday
mind and logic, were willing
and able to question this
mystery called life and,
unwilling to accept readymade

answers. Vraje Abramian, born
in Iran and a native speaker of
Farsi, has worked to keep his
translations as close to the
meaning and cultural flavor of
the originals as possible. He
has researched “Wise Fools” in
various cultures/religions in
the Near, and Middle East,
Central Asia and India. While
anecdotes, folk-tales and
stories about spiritual ecstatics
are abundantly present in Sufi
literature particularly, no other
single work focuses essentially
on such profound lunacy and
intoxication as this one does.
Following the Introduction, the
book is divided into three
parts: The Obstacle (Mind);
The Battleground (Heart); and
Deliverance (The Journey).
Abramian has included poems
and stories within each section
that bring the reader’s
attention to these key
distinctions in the mystical
process. While the subject
matter is rare and refined, the
author is clear that every
human being nurses within his
or her heart a nostalgia,
remote and nameless, a
longing for something they
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cannot express. This fine
collection is valuable not only
for the refinement of poetic
content but also for the
spiritual guidance of the great
mystics whose voices are made
available herein. Sweet Lunacy
is a must-have for lovers,
seekers of truth, and
connoisseurs of beauty alike.
Mystics Jan 27 2022 In
Mystics, William Harmless,
S.J., introduces readers to the
scholarly study of mysticism.
He explores both mystics'
extraordinary lives and their
no-less-extraordinary writings
using a unique case-study
method centered on detailed
examinations of six major
Christian mystics: Thomas
Merton, Bernard of Clairvaux,
Hildegard of Bingen,
Bonaventure, Meister Eckhart,
and Evagrius Ponticus. Rather
than presenting mysticism as a
subtle web of psychological or
theological abstractions,
Harless's case-study approach
brings things down to earth,
restoring mystics to their
historical context.
The Longing in Between Apr 05
2020 A delightful collection of

soul-inspiring poems from the
world's great religious and
spiritual traditions,
accompanied by Ivan M.
Granger's meditative thoughts
and commentary. Rumi,
Whitman, Issa, Teresa of Avila,
Dickinson, Blake, Lalla, and
many others. These are poems
of seeking and awakening...
and the longing in between. ----------- Praise for The Longing in
Between "The Longing in
Between is a work of sheer
beauty. Many of the selected
poems are not widely known,
and Ivan M. Granger has done
a great service, not only by
bringing them to public
attention, but by opening their
deeper meaning with his own
rare poetic and mystic
sensibility." ROGER HOUSDEN
author of the best-selling Ten
Poems to Change Your Life
series "Ivan M. Granger's new
anthology, The Longing in
Between, gives us a unique
collection of profoundly moving
poetry. It presents some of the
choicest fruit from the
flowering of mystics across
time, across traditions and
from around the world. After
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each of the poems in this
anthology Ivan M. Granger
shares his reflections and
contemplations, inviting the
reader to new and deeper
views of the Divine Presence.
This is a grace-filled collection
which the reader will gladly
return to over and over again."
LAWRENCE EDWARDS, Ph.D.
author of Awakening Kundalini:
The Path to Radical Freedom
and Kali's Bazaar
Quarreling with God Aug 22
2021 For the first time in
English, this collection
presents a compilation of seven
centuries of the mystic hymns
of Turkey's rebellious Sufi
poets, the popular folk
counterparts to Rumi whose
poems are characterised by a
passionate and unorthodox
commitment to Truth. At the
time Rumi was writing in
ancient Anatolia, many other
great mystics in the region
were also composing wild,
ecstatic and controversial
poems which were circulated
among the people as spiritual
songs (called 'nefes' and
'illahis') still played and sung
today in sacred dervish

ceremonies and gatherings.
These poems were meant to
swiftly and easily penetrate the
heart of the spiritual aspirant
whether educated or
uneducated, and awaken the
human heart to its divine
inheritance. These poems
present a spiritual tradition
from the Islamic world which
bravely challenged orthodox
religion and emphasised
universal mystic love and
tolerance.
Islamic Mystical Poetry Oct
04 2022 Written from the ninth
to the twentieth century, these
poems represent the peak of
Islamic Mystical writing, from
Rabia Basri to Mian
Mohammad Baksh. Reflecting
both private devotional love
and the attempt to attain union
with God and become absorbed
into the Divine, many poems in
this edition are imbued with
the symbols and metaphors
that develop many of the
central ideas of Sufism: the
Lover, the Beloved, the Wine,
and the Tavern; while others
are more personal and echo the
poet's battle to leave earthly
love behind. These translations
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capture the passion of the
original poetry and are
accompanied by an
introduction on Sufism and the
common themes apparent in
the works. This edition also
includes suggested further
reading.
Emanations of Grace Mar 17
2021 "The selection of poems
from this volume, edited and
translated into English here for
the first time, recount ʻĀʼishah
al-Bāʻūnīyah's remarkable story
of devotion and mystical
illumination"--Preface.
Hand of Poetry Aug 29 2019
The Hand of Poetry offers
entrance into the world of
beauty and truth. Five lectures
on Persian poetry given by Piro-Murshid Inayat Khan in the
United States in 1923 and 1926
are followed by fresh
translations by the poet
Coleman Barks of some of the
poetry Inayat Khan discusses,
including pieces from Sanai,
Attar, Rumi, Saadi and Hafiz.
Coleman Barks is a renowned
poet and the bestselling author
of The Essential Rumi.
The Female Voice in Sufi Ritual
Jun 07 2020 The female voice

plays a more central role in
Sufi ritual, especially in the
singing of devotional poetry,
than in almost any other area
of Muslim culture. Female
singers perform sufiana-kalam,
or mystical poetry, at Sufi
shrines and in concerts, folk
festivals, and domestic life,
while male singers assume the
female voice when singing the
myths of heroines in qawwali
and sufiana-kalam. Yet, despite
the centrality of the female
voice in Sufi practice
throughout South Asia and the
Middle East, it has received
little scholarly attention and is
largely unknown in the West.
This book presents the first indepth study of the female voice
in Sufi practice in the
subcontinent of Pakistan and
India. Shemeem Burney Abbas
investigates the rituals at the
Sufi shrines and looks at
women's participation in them,
as well as male performers' use
of the female voice. The
strengths of the book are her
use of interviews with both
prominent and grassroots
female and male musicians and
her transliteration of audio-
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and videotaped performances.
Through them, she draws vital
connections between oral
culture and the written Sufi
poetry that the musicians sing
for their audiences. This
research clarifies why the
female voice is so important in
Sufi practice and underscores
the many contributions of
women to Sufism and its
rituals.
Poetry and Mysticism in Islam
Jul 21 2021 Mawlana Jalal alDin Rumi was one of the
greatest poets and mystics of
the Islamic world. He was born
in Balkh (Korasan) in AD 1207
and died in Konya (Turkey) in
AD 1273. This book is an
examination of his spiritual and
literary heritage. As Annemarie
Schimmel, the recipient of the
Eleventh Giorgio Della Vida
Award in Islamic Studies, has
written, 'no other mystic and
poet from the Islamic world is
as well known in the West as
Rumi', and she, more than any
Western scholar, is his most
celebrated and eloquent
interpreter. The scholars who
Professor Schimmel has invited
to share in her tribute have all

added new dimensions to an
understanding of Rumi and to
his impact on the Islamic
world.
The Essential Rumi Jan 03
2020 Rumi the Persian poet is
widely acknowledged as being
the greatest Sufi mystic of his
age. He was the founder of the
brotherhood of the Whirling
Dervishes. This is a collection
of his poetry.
Love's Alchemy Sep 22 2021
Working from the original
Persian sources, translators
and scholars David and
Sabrineh Fideler offer faithful,
elegant translations that
represent the full scope of Sufi
poetry. These concise, tightly
focused meditations span only
a few lines but reveal worlds of
meaning. The poems explore
many aspects of human life and
the spiritual path, but they
center on the liberating power
of love.
The Subject Tonight Is Love
Feb 02 2020 A rich collection
that brings the great Sufi poet
Hafiz to Western readers, from
bestselling poet Daniel
Ladinsky Perhaps more than
any other Persian poet, it is
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Hafiz who most fully accesses
the mystical, healing
dimensions of verse. Acclaimed
poet Daniel Ladinsky has made
it his life’s work to create
modern, inspired renderings of
the world’s most profound
spiritual poetry. Through
Ladinsky’s renderings, Hafiz’s
voice comes alive across the
centuries, singing his timeless
message of love. With this
stunning collection, Ladinsky
has once again succeeded
brilliantly in capturing the
essence of one of Islam’s
greatest poetic and spiritual
voices. “Ladinsky is a master
who will be remembered for
finally bringing Hafiz alive in
the West.” —Alexandra Marks,
The Christian Science Monitor
ISLAMIC MYSTICISM OR
'SUFISM' IN ARABIC
POETRY Hazrat 'Ali - Ahmed
Shawqi. Mar 05 2020
ISLAMIC MYSTICISM OR
'SUFISM' IN ARABIC POETRY
Hazrat 'Ali - Ahmed Shawqi. An
Anthology. Translation &
Introduction Paul Smith.
Introduction includes... Islamic
Mysticism: Art and Use of
Poetry & The Main Forms in

Arabic Poetry. Included with
each selection of a particular
poet is a brief biography plus a
list of further reading. The
correct rhyme-structure has
been kept as well as the power
and meaning of these beautiful,
powerful, mystical poems. The
Poets... Hazrat Ali 31, Ali Ibn
Husain 55, Majnun (Qays ibn
al-Mulawwah ibn Muzahim) 57,
Rabi'a of Basra 89, Abu Nuwas
110, Dhu'l-Nun 121, Bayazid
Bistami 137, Al Nuri 141,
Junaid 151, Sumnun 156,
Mansur al-Hallaj 162, Ibn 'Ata
222, Shibli 228, Al-Ma'arri 238,
Ibn Sina 289, Al-Ghazzali 294,
Gilani 300, Abu Madyam 305,
Suhrawadi 314, Ibn al-Farid
324, Ibn 'Arabi 347, Al-Busiri
384, Al-Shushtari 412, Jili 418,
Aishah al-Ba'uniyah 427,
Ahmed Shawqi 498. Large
Print (16pt) & Large Format
(8" x 10") Edition. Format
Paperback 7" x 10" Pages 521.
Comments on Paul Smith's
Translation of Hafiz's 'Divan'.
"It is not a joke... the English
version of ALL the ghazals of
Hafiz is a great feat and of
paramount importance. I am
astonished." Dr. Mir
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Mohammad Taghavi (Dr. of
Literature) Tehran."Superb
translations. 99% Hafiz 1%
Paul Smith." Ali Akbar
Shapurzman, translator of
many mystical works in English
into Persian and knower of
Hafiz's Divan off by
heart."Smith has probably put
together the greatest collection
of literary facts and history
concerning Hafiz." Daniel
Ladinsky (Penguin Books
author of his own poems
inspired by Hafiz). "I was very
impressed with the beauty of
these books." Dr. R.K. Barz.
Faculty of Asian Studies,
Australian National University.
Paul Smith (b. 1945) is an
Australian poet, author and
translator of many books of
Sufi poets of the Persian,
Arabic, Urdu, Turkish, Pashtu
and other languages including
Hafiz, Sadi, Nizami, Rumi,
'Attar, Sana'i, Jahan Khatun,
Obeyd Zakani, Mu'in, Amir
Khusrau, Nesimi, Kabir, Anvari,
Ansari, Jami, Khayyam, Rudaki,
Yunus Emre, Bulleh Shah, Shah
Latif, Lalla Ded, Rahman Baba,
Ghalib, Iqbal, Nazir, Seemab,
Jigar and others, his own

poetry and fiction, plays and
biographies, children's books,
& screenplays. Published by
New Humanity Books.
amazon.com/author/smithpa
Sufi Poems Aug 02 2022
"Though in recent years much
attention has been lavished on
Persian Sufi poetry, the vast
treasure of Arabic Sufi poetry
has been left virtually
untouched. In Sufi Poems: A
Mediaeval Anthology we have
for the first time a compilation
and translation of some of the
great masterpieces of Arabic
Sufi poetry with the original
Arabic on facing pages."
"Beginning with the poetry of
the renowned female saint,
Rabiah al-Adawiyyah (d. 185
AH/801 AD), and including
poems by Hallaj, Ghazali, Ibn
Arabi, Ibn al-Farid and many
others, Martin Lings offers us a
taste of the inner life of Sufism
at its most intoxicating."-BOOK JACKET.
The Secret Rose Garden Jul 29
2019 Shabistari's Secret Rose
Garden (1317 A.D.) must be
reckoned among the greatest
mystical poetry of any time or
land. Treating such themes as
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the Self and the One, The
Spiritual Journey, Time and
this Dream-World, and the
ecstasy of Divine Inebriation,
Shabistari's work is a perennial
witness to the capabilities and
destiny of humanity. Stressing
the One Light that exists at the
heart of all religious traditions,
Shabistari's work is one of the
clearest and most concise
guides to the inner meaning of
Sufism, and offers a stunningly
direct exposition of Sufi
mystical thought in poetic
form:"I" and "you" are but the
lattices, in the niches of a
lamp, through which the One
Light shines."I" and "you" are
the veil between heaven and
earth; lift this veil and you will
see no longer the bonds of
sects and creeds.When "I" and
"you" do not exist, what is
mosque, what is synagogue?
what is the Temple of Fire?
The Garden of Truth Apr 17
2021 The headlines are filled
with the politics of Islam, but
there is another side to the
world's fastest-growing
religion. Sufism is the poetry
and mysticism of Islam. This
mystical movement from the

early ninth century rejects
worship motivated by the
desire for heavenly reward or
the fear of punishment,
insisting rather on the love of
God as the only valid form of
adoration. Sufism has made
significant contributions to
Islamic civilization in music
and philosophy, dance and
literature. The Sufi poet Rumi
is the bestselling poet in
America. But in recent
centuries Sufism has been a
target for some extremist
Islamic movements as well as
many modernists. The Garden
of Truth presents the beliefs
and vision of the mystical heart
of Islam, along with a history of
Sufi saints and schools of
thought. In a world threatened
by religious wars, depleting
natural resources, a crumbling
ecosystem, and alienation and
isolation, what has happened to
our humanity? Who are we and
what are we doing here? The
Sufi path offers a journey
toward truth, to a knowledge
that transcends our mundane
concerns, selfish desires, and
fears. In Sufism we find a
wisdom that brings peace and
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a relationship with God that
nurtures the best in us and in
others. Noted scholar Seyyed
Hossein Nasr helps you learn
the secret wisdom tradition of
Islam and enter what the
ancient mystics call the
"garden of truth." Here,
liberate your mind, experience
peace, discover your purpose,
fall in love with the Divine, and
find your true, best self.
Mysticism in Our Poetry Sep 30
2019 Islamic mysticism, chiefly
in Persian poetry; articles
presented at various seminars,
India.
Mystical Poems of Rumi Apr
29 2022 My verse resembles
the bread of Egypt—night
passes over it, and you cannot
eat it any more. Devour it the
moment it is fresh, before the
dust settles upon it. Its place is
the warm climate of the heart;
in this world it dies of cold.
Like a fish it quivered for an
instant on dry land, another
moment and you see it is cold.
Even if you eat it imagining it
is fresh, it is necessary to
conjure up many images. What
you drink is really your own

imagination; it is no old tale,
my good man. Jalal al-Din Rumi
(1207–73), legendary Persian
Muslim poet, theologian, and
mystic, wrote poems acclaimed
through the centuries for their
powerful spiritual images and
provocative content, which
often described Rumi’s love for
God in romantic or erotic
terms. His vast body of work
includes more than three
thousand lyrics and odes. This
volume includes four hundred
poems selected by renowned
Rumi scholar A. J. Arberry, who
provides here one of the most
comprehensive and adept
English translations of this
enigmatic genius. Mystical
Poems is the definitive
resource for anyone seeking an
introduction to or an enriched
understanding of one of the
world’s greatest poets. “Rumi
is one of the world’s greatest
lyrical poets in any
language—as well as probably
the most accessible and
approachable representative of
Islamic civilization for Western
students.”—James W. Morris,
Oberlin College
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